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ABSTRACT
Landslide inventory maps are crucial to validate predictive landslide models; however, since most
mapping methods rely on visual interpretation or expert knowledge, detailed inventory maps are still
lacking. This study used a fully convolutional deep learning model named U-net to automatically
segment landslides in the city of Nova Friburgo, located in the mountainous range of Rio de Janeiro,
southeastern Brazil. The objective was to evaluate the impact of patch sizes, sampling methods, and
datasets on the overall accuracy of the models. The training data used the optical information from
RapidEye satellite, and a digital elevation model (DEM) derived from the L-band sensor of the ALOS
satellite. The data was sampled using random and regular grid methods and patched in three sizes
(32x32, 64x64, and 128x128 pixels). The models were evaluated on two areas with precision, recall,
f1-score, and mean intersect over union (mIoU) metrics. The results show that the models trained
with 32x32 tiles tend to have higher recall values due to higher true positive rates; however, they
misclassify more background areas as landslides (false positives). Models trained with 128x128 tiles
usually achieve higher precision values because they make less false positive errors. In both test areas,
DEM and augmentation increased the accuracy of the models. Random sampling helped in model
generalization. Models trained with 128x128 random tiles from the data that used the RapidEye
image, DEM information, and augmentation achieved the highest f1-score, 0.55 in test area one, and
0.58 in test area two. The results achieved in this study are comparable to other fully convolutional
models found in the literature, increasing the knowledge in the area.
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1 Introduction
Natural hazards are more frequent and harmful in recent years due to unplanned urbanization, climate change, and
population growth [Kobiyama et al., 2006, Hong et al., 2017, Alexander, 2008, Zhong et al., 2019]. According to the
Sendai framework for disaster risk reduction 2015-2030 [UNISDR, 2015], between 2008 and 2012, those hazards
affected more than 25 million people, with an economic loss of about 1.3 trillion dollars, impeding the progress towards
sustainable development.
Landslides commonly cause victims, damages to human habitations, and economic losses. Therefore, the study
of landslide detection has been considered a critical area of research in remote sensing [Hong et al., 2017]. However,
despite the importance highlighted by many authors, detailed landslides inventories are still lacking [Mondini et al.,
2019, Guzzetti et al., 2012]. Landslide inventory maps are used to prepare and validate landslide susceptibility models,
evaluate risk and vulnerability, study erosion and geomorphology, and document the impact of a landslide disaster
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[Van Westen et al., 2008]. Limited and incomplete data may be a source of bias for these studies since model success
depends directly on inventory accuracy.
Landslides inventory maps usually are prepared by using remote sensing imagery with high (HR) and very-high
(VHR) resolution [Zhong et al., 2020]. The landslides can be recognized in an aerial image manually by visual
interpretation, semi-automatically, or automatically by using algorithms for object image analysis (OBIA) and pixel-
based classification. Manual classification of landslides is the prevailing method [Xu, 2015, Yu et al., 2020], but,
for large areas, it is time-consuming. OBIA methodologies classify landslide areas by grouping objects with similar
spectral, spatial, hierarchical, textural, and morphological properties [Blaschke, 2010]. Nevertheless, the assignment
of those parameters is highly dependent on the analyst experience. Pixel-based methodologies classify each pixel of
the image based on its spectral information. However, geometric and contextual information present in the image is
ignored, increasing the salt-and-pepper noise in the results [Stumpf and Kerle, 2011, Blaschke et al., 2014, Zhong et al.,
2019, Prakash et al., 2020].
In recent years, deep convolution neural networks (DCNN) achieve state-of-art results in applications such as
semantic segmentation, object detection, natural language processing, and speech recognition [Ghorbanzadeh et al.,
2019, Peng et al., 2019, Zhu et al., 2017, Long et al., 2015, Radovic et al., 2017]. However, only a few studies have
used DCNNs for landslide detection [Zhong et al., 2020].
Ding et al. [2016] used DCNN on GF-1 (Gaofen-1) images with four spectral bands and eight-meter resolution,
achieving an overall accuracy of 67%, a detection rate of 72.5%, and 10.2% of false positive rate. Chen et al. [2018]
used DCNN on bi-temporal images to evaluate areas with drastic changes and combined a spatial context learning
(STCL) and information from a digital elevation model (DEM) to detect landslide areas. The method yield an accuracy
of more than 61% on the evaluated areas. Ghorbanzadeh et al. [2019] compared state-of-art machine learning methods
and DCNN on RapidEye images and a DEM, with five meters of spatial resolution. The DCNN that used only spectral
information and small windows was the best model achieving 78.26% on the mean intersect over union (mIoU) metric.
Sameen and Pradhan [2019] compared residual networks (ResNets) trained with topographical information fused using
convolutional networks with topographical data added as additional channels. The models trained with the fused data
achieved f1-score and mIoU that were superior by 13% and 12.96% compared to the other models. Yu et al. [2020]
used the enhanced vegetation index (EVI), DEM degradation indexes, and a contouring algorithm on Landsat images
to sample potential landslide zones with less class imbalance distribution. The trained fully convolutional network
(PSPNet) achieved 65% of recall and 55.35% of precision. Prakash et al. [2020] used Lidar DEM and Sentinel-2 images
to compare traditional pixel, object, and DCNN methods. The deep learning method, U-net with ResNet34 blocks,
achieved the best results with the Matthews correlation coefficient score of 0.495 and the probability of detection rate of
0.72.
DCNNs, in supervised learning problems, can learn to identify patterns on the training data without the need for
complex operations to extract features or preprocessing methods. However, choosing the best network architecture,
preparing the training dataset, and tuning the hyperparameters is still a challenge [Pradhan et al., 2017, Sameen and
Pradhan, 2019]. Landslides scars dataset usually have an imbalanced class distribution with more pixels belonging to
background objects, such as urban areas, vegetation, and water, than landslide scars [Yu et al., 2020]. Therefore, since
landslide scars have different shapes and sizes, sampling methods and patch sizes may affect the model accuracy as it
can be a way to reduce the class imbalance between the positive and the negative class.
This research aims to evaluate how different datasets, sampling methods, and patch sizes impacts on the landslide
segmentation accuracy of U-net. To achieve that, we trained 288 models with landslide optical information from a
RapidEye satellite and topographical information from a DEM derived from the Phased Array type L-band Synthetic
Aperture Radar (PALSAR) sensor of the ALOS satellite. The models were trained with images patched in three
different sizes (32x32, 64x64, 128x128 pixels), and sampled using random and regular grid sampling methods. Data
augmentation was also tested. The study area is in the city of Nova Friburgo, located in the mountainous range of Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil. The models were evaluated in two test areas with f1-score, recall, precision, and mean intersect over
union (mIoU) metrics.
The main contributions of this research are as follows:
• Broad comparison between patch sizes, sampling method, and datasets.
• Evaluation of U-net architecture for semantic segmentation of landslides.
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2 Study Area
In January 2011, an extreme rainfall event (350 mm/48h) triggered at least 3500 translational landslides that killed
more than 1500 people and disrupted all major city facilities in the mountainous region of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. This
event is considered the worst Brazilian natural disaster [Avelar et al., 2013].
The mountainous region of Rio de Janeiro encompasses the municipalities of Nova Friburgo, Teresópolis, Petrópo-
lis, Sumidouro, São José do Vale do Rio Preto and Bom Jardim (Fig. 1). The study area is in the municipality of Nova
Friburgo, which was severely damaged by the disaster.
Nova Friburgo is in the geomorphological unit of Serra dos Orgãos. The geological units have a WSW-ENE trend,
and the elevation ranges between 1100 and 2000 meters above the mean sea level [Dantas, 2001]. The geology consists
mainly of igneous and metamorphic rocks such as granites, diorites, gabbros, and gneisses [Tupinambá et al., 2012].
According to Köppen’s climate classification scheme [Köppen, 1936], the climate is subtropical highland (Cwb) with
dry winter and mild summers. The annual mean precipitation is 1585.62 mm, with most of the rainfall in November,
December, and January [Sobral et al., 2018].
Figure 1: A) Location of the study area in southeastern Brazil. B) Location of the Mountainous Range in the Rio
de Janeiro State. C) Mountainous Range of Rio de Janeiro with the study area highlighted in blue. D) True color
composition of the RapidEye image over Nova Friburgo, with the segmented landslides in yellow. The image was
acquired on 2011-08-13.
3 Methodology
The spectral information from a RapidEye image and topographical information from a digital elevation model (DEM)
derived from the ALOS’s Phased Array L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (PALSAR) were used to evaluate the
performance of the U-net on landslide segmentation. The models were trained with images in three different window
dimensions (32x32, 64x64, 128x128 pixels) that were sampled using random and regular grid methods. Random
rotation, vertical, and horizontal flip were used for data augmentation. In total, 288 models were trained (Table 1).
The model’s performance was evaluated in two test areas by using the mean intersect over union (mIoU), f1-score,
precision, and recall metrics. The proposed methodology involves the following steps: (1) data preprocessing, (2) model
training (3) model evaluation.
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Table 1: Number of trained models on each dataset.
# of Models Dataset
72 RapidEye
72 RapidEye + Augmentation
72 RapidEye + DEM
72 RapidEye + DEM + Augmentation
3.1 Data Preprocessing
3.1.1 RapidEye
RapidEye consists of a constellation of five identical satellites with high-resolution sensors with a 6.5 meters nominal
ground sampling distance at nadir. The orthorectified products are resampled and provided to users at a pixel size of 5
meters. The data are acquired with a temporal resolution of 5 days in five spectral bands: blue (440–510 nm), green
(520–590 nm), red (630–685 nm), red-edge (690–730 nm), near-infrared (760–850 nm) [RapidEye, 2011].
This work used the raw digital number (DN) of a 3A product (orthorectified, radiometric, and geometric corrections)
with an area of 625 km2. The image was acquired on 13 August 2011 and downloaded from the Planet Explorer website
[Planet Team, 2017].
3.1.2 ALOS/PALSAR
The Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (PALSAR) is one of the three observation sensors of the
Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS). PALSAR data is acquired at an off-nadir angle of 34.3 degrees in a
Sun-synchronous Sub-recurrent Orbit (SSO) with a 46-day recurrent period.
In this study, we used the radiometric terrain correction (RTC) product with 12.5 meters of spatial resolution
obtained from the Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) [DAAC, 2015]. The image was acquired on 28 January 2011. The
data were resampled to 5 meters pixel resolution with bilinear interpolation method, to match the spatial resolution of
the RapidEye image, using GRASS GIS version 7.2.2 [Neteler et al., 2012, GRASS Development Team, 2017].
3.1.3 Data Labeling
The landslides were manually labeled in the RapidEye image using QGIS version 3.8 [QGIS Development Team, 2009].
The segmented landslides were validated with Google Earth Pro version 7.3 [Google, 2019] and by comparison with
the landslide map produced by [Netto et al., 2013]. In total, 1007 landslides were extracted from the scene, with area
ranging from 200.32 m2 to 78117.35 m2 (638.51 m2 average).
3.1.4 Test Areas
The model’s accuracy was evaluated in two test areas with 1024x1024 pixels (Fig. 2). In the first area, agriculture
and grazing are predominant, while in the second, native vegetation and human settlements predominate. Ninety-six
landslides were extracted from the first area and ninety-one from the second.
3.1.5 Binary Mask
The landslide scars polygons from the train and test areas were rasterized with Rasterio [Gillies et al., 2013–] and
Numpy [Oliphant, 2006] Python libraries, to generate a binary mask with the same dimensions of the original scene.
The pixels assigned with the value 1 (white pixels) correspond to the landslide scars class and the value 0 (black pixels)
to the background class.
3.1.6 Sampling Methods and Patch Sizes
The data was sampled by using random and regular grid methods in three different sizes: 32x32, 64x64, 128x128 pixels
(Fig. 3).
The grid method used the bounding coordinates and the image resolution (5 meters) to generate a vector grid.
The squares over the grid have an overlap of 20%. The random sampling used the same procedure to generate 5000
sampling square polygons. A select-by-location operation was used to select only the polygons intersecting landslides.
This ensures that all sampled images will have at least a small portion of a landslide scar, reducing class imbalance. The
code used was adapted from the Keras-Spatial library [Terstriep, 2019].
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Figure 2: Location of test areas and their binary masks. White pixels represent the manually segmented landslides and
black pixels the background.
Figure 3: Sampling methods (left) and results obtained for each patch size (right).
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3.1.7 Data Augmentation
The Albumentation library [Buslaev et al., 2018] was used to augment the data by using random rotations around 90◦,
vertical, and horizontal flips. Table 2 shows the sizes of all the datasets used to train the models.
Table 2: Number of samples from all the datasets and patch sizes used to train the models.
Dataset Size (pixels) Regular Sampling Random Sampling
RapidEye 32x32 3541 1740
64x64 2264 2368
RapidEye + DEM 128x128 1565 3653
RapidEye + Augmentation 32x32 9912 4872
64x64 6336 6628
RapidEye + DEM + Augmentation 128x128 4380 10228
3.2 Model Training
3.2.1 Model Architecture
U-net [Ronneberger et al., 2015] is a fully convolutional network developed for the segmentation of biomedical images.
This type of architecture does not use fully connected layers in their structure; instead, they have an encoder-decoder
architecture with just convolutional layers. The encoder path is responsible for classifying the pixels, but without
taking the spatial location into account. The decoder path uses up-convolutions and concatenation to recover the spatial
location of the classified pixels and return a mask with the same dimensions of the input image.
In this study, we evaluated the U-net architecture (Fig. 4) in three different values of initial filters: 16, 32, and 64
filters. The convolutional blocks on the encoder path have two 3x3 convolutional layers, activated with ReLu non-linear
function, and followed by a max-pooling operation that reduces the spatial dimension by 2. In each convolutional block,
the number of filters increases by 2n, where n is the block’s position. On the decoder path, 2x2 up-sampling operations
increase the data’s spatial dimension to allow the concatenation of feature maps with the same dimension from the
encoder path. Then, the concatenated data serve as input for two convolutional layers before another up-sampling
operation.
Figure 4: U-net architecture. Filters increase by 2n in each convolutional block.
3.2.2 Hyperparameters
The models were trained for 200 epochs with a fixed learning rate of 0.001. The initial tests also evaluated 0.01 and
0.0001 learning rate values, but the model’s accuracy was lower than the models trained with a learning rate of 0.001.
Binary cross-entropy and Adam were used as the loss and optimization function, respectively. The models were trained
with four different batch sizes (16, 32, 64, 128 samples). The model’s weights were just saved when the validation loss
function decrease to reduce the overfitting.
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The models were trained on Google Colaboratory virtual environment [Google, 2018] with Keras [Chollet et al.,
2015] and Tensorflow [Abadi et al., 2015] Python libraries. 30% of each dataset was used as validation data.
3.3 Evaluation Metrics
The model’s performance was evaluated over two test areas by using f1-score, recall, precision, and mean intersect over
union (mIoU) metrics. Those metrics are based on true positives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN). TP
are pixels correctly classified as landslides. FP represents the pixels incorrectly classified as landslides, and FN the
pixels incorrectly classified as the background [Ghorbanzadeh et al., 2019, 2018, Guirado et al., 2017]. The models that
were trained with DEM as an additional channel were evaluated on test areas with an additional DEM channel.
3.3.1 Precision
Precision (Eq. 1) defines how accurate the model is by evaluating how much of the classified areas are landslides. The
metric is useful for evaluating the cost of false positives.
Precision =
True Positives
True Positives+ False Positives
(1)
3.3.2 Recall
Recall (Eq. 2) calculates how many of the actual positives are true positives. This metric is suitable to evaluate the cost
associated with false negatives.
Recal =
True Positives
True Positives+ False Negatives
(2)
3.3.3 F1-Score
F1-score (Eq. 3) combines precision and recall to measure if there is a balance between true positives and false negatives.
F1− Score = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision+Recall
(3)
3.3.4 Mean Intersect Over Union (mIoU)
Mean intersect over union (Eq. 4), also known as Jaccard Index, computes the overlapping of areas between the ground
truth (A) and the model prediction (B) divided by the union of these areas. Then, the values are averaged for each class.
A value of 1 (one) represents perfect overlapping, while 0 (zero) represents no overlap.
mIoU =
A ∩B
A ∪B =
True Positives
True Positives+ False Positives+ False Negatives
(4)
The result section shows for each dataset, sampling method, and patch size the models with the highest F1-Score
and mIoU. The complete results are available in the Supplementary Material. The model generalization was evaluated
by averaging the mIoU values from both test areas.
4 Results and Discussion
The models were evaluated on two test areas with precision, recall, f1-score, and mIoU metrics. The results (Fig. 5)
shows that the models trained with the RapidEye+DEM and RapidEye+DEM+Augmentation datasets achieved the best
results in all evaluated metrics in test area one. The models trained with 32x32 tiles had the lowest precision (0.24) over
all the datasets, while models trained with regular 64x64 and random 128x128 tiles from the RapidEye+DEM dataset
achieved 0.67 and 0.66 of precision. The recall was higher for the models trained with 128x128 regular tiles (0.68) and
32x32 random tiles (0.65). The model trained with 128x128 random tiles from the RapidEye+DEM+Augmentation
dataset achieved the best f1-score (0.55) and mIoU (0.38).
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Figure 5: Precision, recall, f1-score and mIoU of the models with the highest f1-score and mIoU in test areas one (left)
and two (right).
In test area two, the dataset had a smaller influence over the results; however, models trained with RapidEye+DEM+
+Augmentation dataset also achieved the best results. The model trained with 128x128 random tiles achieved the
highest precision (0.62), f1-score (0.58), and mIoU (0.41). Just recall was higher for the 32x32 regular tiles (0.70).
Precision evaluates the cost of false positives, while recall evaluates the cost of false negatives. At test area one
(Fig. 6, left), the 32x32 models had lower precision meaning that they misclassify more background areas as landslides
(false positives). Similar results occur at test area two (Fig. 6, right), but 64x64 models also had low precision values.
Recall varied among the datasets; nevertheless, in both test areas, the models trained with 32x32 tiles achieved high
results. Therefore, these models classified more landslide areas as landslides (true positive), reducing false negatives.
The F1-score value will always show a positive correlation with mIoU; however, mIoU tends to penalize incorrect
classifications more quantitatively than f1-score. In both test areas, the models trained with random 128x128 tiles from
the RapidEye+DEM+Augmentation dataset had the best f1-score and mIoU. In the test area one, this model achieved
0.55 of f1-score and 0.38 of mIoU. While in test area two, it achieved an f1-score of 0.58 and mIoU of 0.41. Comparing
with the RapidEye dataset, where these models had the worst performance, the f1-score and mIoU increased 0.2 and
0.16 in test area one, and 0.16, 0.14 in test area two.
When the test areas are evaluated individually, the sampling method seems to be less critical than the dataset to the
overall accuracy of the models. However, by averaging the mIoU score of both test areas, it can be seen (Table 3) that
random sampling outperformed the regular sampling. Thus, random sampling helped in increasing the generalization
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Figure 6: Results of the models with the highest mIoU on each test area. In test area one (left), the image shows
the models trained with 32x32 and 64x64 regular tiles from the RapidEye+DEM dataset, and 128x128 random tiles
from the RapidEye+DEM+Augmentation dataset. In test are two (right), the image shows the models trained 32x32
and 64x64 regular tiles from RapidEye+DEM dataset, and the 128x128 model trained with random tiles from the
RapidEye+DEM+Augmentation dataset.
capacity of the models. Moreover, similar to what was observed in each test area individually, models trained with
DEM and DEM+Augmentation had a better performance.
Table 3: Results of the models with the highest average mIoU.
Sampling Size Test Area 1 - mIoU Test Area 2 - mIoU Average mIoU Dataset
Random 32 0.26 0.32 0.29 RapidEye+DEM
Random 64 0.29 0.31 0.30 RapidEye+DEM+Augmentation
Random 128 0.31 0.41 0.36 RapidEye+DEM+Augmentation
The results (Fig. 7) of each model from table 3, shows that the 32x32 model predicted, in both test areas, 0.36
and 0.38 km2 of true positives, 0.82 and 0.59 km2 of false positives, achieving the highest values. While the model
trained with 128x128 tiles predicted the smallest true positive areas (0.26 and 0.32 km2), false positive areas (0.29 and
0.20 km2), and larger false negatives (0.30 and 0.27 km2) and true negatives (25.37 and 25.42 m2) areas. The model
trained with 64x64 tiles achieved values in between those two models, with 0.29 and 0.36 km2 of true positives; 0.46,
0.57 km2 of false positives; 0.27 and 0.23 km2 of false negatives, and true negative of 25.19 and 25.05 km2.
The results of all evaluated models suggest that the models trained with smaller window sizes tend to understand
the local context better. Thus, they classify more landslides correctly, achieving higher true positives and lower false
negative values. However, as they are trained with small tiles, the scene’s global context, which helps differentiate the
background areas, is lost. As a result, they misclassify more background areas as landslides (false positives). On the
other hand, models trained with the larger window sizes, in general, understand the global context better, reducing
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Figure 7: Results of the models with the best generalization results (Table 3), for each patch size, on test area one (left)
and two (right).
the false positive errors. Nevertheless, they classify a smaller number of pixels representing landslide scars correctly,
increasing the number of false negatives.
Areas with similar spectral responses to landslides such as rivers with increased bedload, gravel roads, grazing,
and agricultural areas are more common in area one than area two. Therefore, the models usually make more false
positives errors in this area. In area two, the most common false positive mistakes were due to human settlements.
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5 Conclusions
This study’s main objective was to assess how the datasets, sampling methods, and patch sizes impact the overall
performance of U-net on landslide segmentation. Our study suggests that the use of DEM and augmentation helped
increase the overall accuracy of the models. Random sampling helped in increasing model generalization. Models
trained with 32x32 patches classified more landslides areas correctly, thus, achieving higher true positive areas and
lower false negatives. However, they also predict more false positive areas directly impacting precision, f1-score, and
mIoU values. Contrarily, models trained with 128x128 tiles make less false positive errors and predict more areas
correctly as background. Nevertheless, they also misclassify more landslide areas, increasing the number of false
negatives and reducing the recall value. 64x64 tile models achieved results that lie in between the 32x32 and 128x128
models.
In our study, the use of the digital elevation model as an additional channel helped improve the accuracy of the
models. This results differs from the ones obtained by Sameen and Pradhan [2019] and Ghorbanzadeh et al. [2019].
However, since both authors used DEMs with higher spatial resolutions and the models were trained with different
architectures and smaller tiles than the ones used in this research, more study is needed to address the most effective ways
to use DEM with deep learning models. The 128x128 random model trained with the RapidEye+DEM+Augmentation
dataset achieved the best performance in this research. The F1-score, 0.55 and 0.58, achieved in both test areas, is
comparable to U-Net + ResNet34 evaluated by Prakash et al. [2020], which achieved 0.56 of f1-score, and the PspNet
tested by Yu et al. [2020] that achieved f1-score of 0.6. Future studies should explore multi-input models that can be
trained with different input sizes; and evaluate different post-processing segmentation techniques to increase the quality
of the results.
Computer Code Availability
All the codes used in this research are available on GitHub: https://github.com/lpsmlgeobr/Landslide_
segmentation_with_unet.
Data Availability
The RapidEye image used in this study (Image ID:2328825) was acquired from Planet (www.planet.com) through
Planet’s Education and Research Program. The ALOS PALSAR DEM (Tile 26708) is available from the Alaska
Satellite Facility (ASF) Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC – https://search.asf.alaska.edu/).
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